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THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

The concern for better preparation of teachers in the field of

science and mathematics has been growing during the last several years.

This study was made to investigate the academic preparation of chemistry

teachers in Kansas.

THE PROBLEM

Statement o£ t^e problem. It was the purpose of this study to

determine (1 ) the number of college credits in chemistry and in the

science field of chemistry teachers in Kansas; and (2) the relationship

between academic preparation of teachers in chemistry and the siae of

the school in which they teach.

Meed for the study. Professional educators, industrialists,

government policy-makers, college curriculum planners, and other civic-

minded groups have been concerned about the problem of educating

qualified science teachers for many years. How many chemistry teachers

In Kansas exceed the minimum academic certification requirements?

Comparative studies of the college preparation, teaching combi-

nations, and salaries of Kansas high schools were made by Rldgway 1
(1931 )»

C. W. Rldgway, "A Comparative Study of the Training and Teaching
Combinations of Kansas High School Teachers, " Kansas State Teachers
College Studies in Education . No. 5» 1—31

•
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Irwin2 (1938)* awl LookswP (19<tf). Theso investigators found that a

large number of solenoe teachers were insufficiently prepared for tho

science they vara teaching, especially in tha small high schools.

The years following World War XX were narked by a variety of

intensive programs designed to upgrade American solenoe education.

Representative of such programs were those of the national Science

Foundation (solenoe and Math—sties teacher institutes). Ford Foundation

(filmed courses in high-school physios and chemistry), and the American

^mWW^NnwmmleJWI* aVr im^s^r "msvHI^^MMwv "4 fc^HMpHml^W \MWaW^W iOMHwil^ AamaJeTWV^nMI\

Program). In late 1957* a Russian Sputnik streaked into orbit and

intensified the concern for improvements in the academic preparation

of scxianco toac'iov ..

An attempt is made in this study to provide evidence to prove

or refute many oomon generalisations about the preparation of

innmUij school nhcmWti/ teachers In the science field. The results

of a study of this type should also prove helpful in the evaluation of

curricula of both large and small high schools.

2Frank L. Irwin, nA Comparative Study of the College Preparation,
Teaching Combinations, and Salaries of Kansas High School Teachers,
(1938),* £JBflm£ 3j£&e. Tffffljmrf £21*101 £mUllma 9l Information.
XVHI, 1«»33»

3Qeno &, Lockard, "A Comparative Study of the College Preparation,
Teaching Combinations, and Salaries of Kansas High School Administrators
and Teachers, (19^6)." ianaas State Teachers Collage Bulletin of
Information. XXVI, 1-38.



DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Part time science teacher . This person Is employed to teach

classes of physics, chemistry, earth science, general science, physical

science or biology for a fraction of the school day.

Fjil tine science teacher * This person is employed to teach

classes of physics, chemistry, earth science, general science, physioal

science or biology for the entire school day.

Full tftme cheuistyy toacher . This person is employed to teach

classes of chemistry for the entire school day.

area or science fiejld . The summation of all college

credits earned in chemistry, physics, biology, and earth science

constitute the teaching field of science. Credits in mathematics

are not included in the science field.

Credits . The number of semester hours earned during college

preparation.

Qualification to teach . This is based upon the requirements of

the Kansas State Board of Education as stated in the Certification

Handbook of July 1, 1961. A minimum of twenty-four semester hours

in the field of science with six semester hours in the subject Is

reauired.

Kansas State Board of Education, Certification Handbook . (Topeka:
State Board of Education, 1961), p. 59.""



ORGANIZATION OF REMAINDER OF THE REPORT

flM nudn MflftLtM which are included in the remainder of this

report are as follows: a review of the literature on the preparation

of chemistry teachers and college programs for the preparation of

chemistry fceachorsj procedure used and analysis of results; and

summary and conclusions.



REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Much has been written about the subject-matter preparation of

high school science teachers and dealing with problems in preparing

science teachers properly, especially teachers for the saall high

school. Changes in state certification laws may not always come

quickly, thus studies concerning the preparation of chemistry teachers

would be helpful in evaluating the preparation of chemistry teachers.

LITERATURE ON THE PREPARATION OF CHEMISTRY TEACHERS

In 1957 Baker and Brooks studied the background and academic

preparation of the teachers of science in the high schools of Kansas.

The report was based on data taken from the 1955—56 High School

Principals Organizational Reports on file at the State Department of

Public Instruction and from the transcripts on file at the same

departmant. The transcripts of 11 Vf of these science teachers were

studied, and the credit hours in each subject in the sciences recorded.

The authors arbitrarily chose what they considered to be ten basic

science courses that are essential for the effective teaching of high

school science. In the "basic ten" courses, the chemistry teachers

had the most credit. Ninety-six per cent had Chemistry I, eighty per

cent Chemistry n, and fifty-six per cent Organic Chemistry. Seventy-

one per cent had Physics I, fifty-five per cent Physics II, and fifty-

three per cent Zoology. They also concluded that science teachers in

Class A high schools had taken a few more science courses than those

teaching in Class B, C, and M schools. Thirty-two per cent of the science



teachers had master's degrees.

Pella (1958) analyzed Wisconsin Department of Education data on

the academic training of 261 chemistry teachers. Academic preparation

in chemistry was included by 96.2 per cent of the teachers of chemistry.

The mean number of credits in science exclusive of mathematics earned

by the chemistry teacher was 43.3. The mean for the part time science

teacher was 40.1 credits and for the full time science teacher 48.8

credits. The average teacher of chemistry had 18.5 oredits of chemistry

in his academic preparation. The part time science teacher had 17.6

credits and the full time science teacher had 19.8 credits as an average.

Schools with more than two hundred pupils enrolled generally had teachers

who were slightly better prepared academically in chemistry and in the

broad area of science. The average teacher of chemistry had spent

time equivalent to about one half of a baccalaureate degree studying

science and mathematics.

A large-scale study of science and mathematics teaching by the

National Education Association Research Division (1959) revealed that

among 5t200 science teachers questioned, about half (49.3 per cent)

employed as full time teachers of science. The most disconcerting

^Weldon N. Baker and Merle E. Brooks, "Background and Academic

Preparation of the Teachers of Science in the High Schools of Kansas

195.5-56," The Emporia State Research Studies . VI (December, 1957). 1-40.

^Milton 0. Pella, "The Nature of the Academic Preparation in Science
of Wisconsin High School Teachers of Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and
General Science," Science Education . XLII (March, 1958), 123-128.



fact reported was that more than five per cent of all teachers had only-

nine or fewer credits in science, and 0.3 per cent had no training in

science at all. Between 21 and 22 per cent had fewer than twenty hours

in the science field. "These facts do not consider the appropriateness

of the persons science background to his current assignment, and thus

present a more optimistic view than is warranted.

"

Gardner and Richardson (1960) analysed Ohio State Department of

Education data for the school year 1957-53 concerning the academic

training of 603 teachers in chemistry. Seven per cent had no college

training in the teaching area, twenty-three per cent had 1-14 credits,

forty-six per cent had 15-30 credits, and twenty-five per cent had over

thirty credits in the teaching area. Twenty-eight per cent of the

teachers of chemistry had fewer than fifteen credits of chemistry,

which was required for certification. The average teacher of chemistry

had 22.8 credits in chemistry and forty-nine credits in the teaching

area.

In an unpublished Master's report Smith (1962) obtained a sample of

118 schools of Kansas and found that the mean number of hours of

chemistry for all the chemistry teachers was 23.8 semester hours of

preparation. Four and three-tenths per cent of the teachers sampled had

less than six hours preparation in chemistry."

'Herbert A, Smith and Guy B. Homman, "The Academic and Professional
Preparation of Teachers of Science," Review of Educational Research ,

XXXI (June, 1961), 291.

"Marjorie Gardner and John S. Richardson, "The Teachers of Science
in Ohio Senior High Schools," Educational Research Bulletin. XXXIX
(March, i960), 65-71.

'James A. Smith, "Academic Preparation of Kansas High School Teachers
in Science, Social Studies, and Physical Education for the School Year
1960-1961," (unpublished Master's report, Kansas State University,
Manhattan, 1962), p. 22-23.
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LITERATURE ON COLLEGE PROGRAMS TOR THE
PREPARATION OF CHEMISTRY TEACHERS

A study (1961) sponsored by the National Association of State

Directors of Teacher Education and Certification in cooperation with

the American Association for the Advancement of Science, was concerned

with the nature and amount of subject-matter concentration required in

each teacher education program. No attempt was made to set up programs

to fit the many types of small secondary sohools.

A systematic study of chemistry with sufficient preparation for

the later pursuit of graduate work in chemistry was recommended for the

high school teacher of chemistry. An adequate basic study in physics,

mathematics, and biology was included. The program of a chemistry

teacher should include training in methods, especially in the design

of experiments, and the development and presentation of demonstrations.

The chemistry teaoher should be prepared to function competently in

curriculum improvement courses such as the Chemical Bond Approach

Project and the Chemical Education Materials Study. 10

In i960 the American Association for the Advancement of Science

Cooperative Committee on the Teaching of Science and Mathematics

recommended the adoption of a background oommon to all of the science

teachers preparation (not including preparation for mathematics teaching).

The recommendation was as follows in semester hours: biology six;

chemistry eight; physics eight; related science three; and mathematics

Guidelines for Preparation Programs of Teachers of Secondary School
Science and Mathematics. A Report Prepared by the National Association of
State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science (Washington, D.C.: A.A.A.S.,
1961), p. 1-16.



six; for a total of thirty-one semester hours. In addition to the

"common background" a chemistry teacher should have an additional twenty

hours of preparation in chemistry. This would make a total of twenty-

eight hours of chemistry preparation and forty-five hours in the

teaching area.

Because there was so much in common among the five curricula in

science, it was quite practical for the prospective teacher to qualify

In at least ttro of the five science areas involved in this report.

This was considered an ideal preparation for the modern high school

teacher of science, but the program does not prepare the teacher for

more advanced study.''

By questionnaire, Mbvak and Brooks (1959) recorded the judgement of

196 Kansas high school teachers of science as to the preparation necessary

to teach high school science. They found the teachers* recommendations

modest in terns of required college preparation but that even their

modest recommendations exceeded certification requirements. "Many

science teachers are themselves satisfied with little or no basic college

course work in science subjects taught in the high school. •"

For high school chauistry one hundred per cent of 159 respondents

indicated Chemistry I was "essential", eighty jk>t cent marked the course

as an absolute minimum. :&nety per cent of the teachers indicated

Chemistry II was "essential" and sixty-eight per cent regarded the

course as an absolute minimum. 3

1 "Preparation of Sigh School Science Teachers," Science, CXXEC
(April, 1960), 1024-1029.

12Joseph D. Novak and Merle E. Brooks, "College Preparation of
Science Teachers," Science Teaoher . XXVI (November, 1959), 473.

13lbjd.. 473-477.
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PROCEDURE USED

iMs study was based on data concerning the secondary school

teacher of chemistry in Kansas and was obtained from the 1 962-63

High School Principals Organizational Reports on file at the State

Department of Public Instruction. The writer accepted the accuracy

of the principal^ judgement in recording the semester hours of creliit

for the teachers in the proper place on the organizational reports.

In a few cases when tho number of credits were not clear, the

transcripts on file at the State Department of Public Instruction

were studied.

The items recorded about each teacher were: number of credits

in chemistry, number of credits in teaching area, last academic

degree earned, and whether the teacher was a full time science teacher,

part time science teacher, or full time chemistry teacher. The size

of the school enrollment was also recorded.

A total of 440 teachers wore teaching one or more chemistry

courses in the secondary schools of Kansas, The writer was unable

to determine the amount cf academic preparation of seven teachers of

chemistry, thus 433 teachers were studied.
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Table Z shows toe distribution or the size, imeher of teaohers.

and efessAstry offerings of the schools studied, ihirty-eisht p«r o«nt

of the teiehors of ohenistry taught in schools with low than one

hundred students or sixty-four p«r oent of the eheaiBtry teachers

WHght in schools with less tlian two hundred students* SU0*ty-four

schools did not offer ohewUtiy during the fttM? school year bufc

offered the course evoTy 'zto years. Seventy aohools did not offer

dfcaaLtftry in their high school GurriouV«».

there was a relationship between the siae of school and nunber of

Haster*s degrees earned as ahoun in Table II. In schools with

enrollments under om hundred twenty-one per oent of the teachers

earned Master's degrees* This was below the thirty-two pve oent

average for the entire *roup of ^33 toachors. An increase in

earning Master's degrees increased as the school siae inoreased

indicating that larger schools eaployai teachers who were better

prepared ac«de*Ual3y. Fifty-five per cent of the teachers of

ehenistiy in schools with over 1,500 students had earned a Hastens

As the siae of the school increased the average ntafcer of college

credits in oherdstry and in the teaching field inoreased as illustrated

in Figure 1 . The average ehosdstry teacher in a sohcol with less than

one hundred students had fifteen eredite of preparation in chesr&stoy

and forty^four credits in the teaching area. The average ehenistry

teacher in a school over 1,500 had thlrty-s&ght orodits of ehoaistiy

and seventy-three credits in the science teaching field.
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In Kansas the average teacher of chemistry had twenty credits of

preparation in chemistry and fifty-four credits in the science teaching

field. About one in three chemistry teachers had earned a Master's

degree.

The data with regard to the number of part time and full time

science teachers and full time chemistry teachers are presented in

Table III. This table also presents some conditions that exist when

over half of the high schools have enrollments of less than one hundred

students. Slghty-seven per cent of the chemistry teachers employed by

schools with an enrollment under one hundred were teaching courses that

were not included in the science teaching area. Courses taught by the

chemistry teachers included: art, music, chorus, physical education,

mathematics, English, and social studies. In addition to a variety of

courses, some chemistry teachers had administrative responsibilities.

In schools with enrollments from 301-400 fifty per cent were part time

science teachers. As the school enrollment increased the number of

part time science teachers decreased and more teachers taught chemistry

the entire school day. In schools over 1,500 students seventy-five

per cent were full time chemistry teachers. Fifty-eight per cent of

the chemistry teachers taught subjects outside the teaching area,

thirty-six per cent were full time science teachers, and six per cent

were full time chemistry teachers.

A comparison between the preparation of full time and part time

science teachers and full time chemistry teachers is presented in

Table IV. The table shows that the full time science teacher was

slightly better prepared academically in ohamistry than the part time

science teacher. The average part time science teacher had seventeen
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credits of chemistry and the full time science teacher had twenty-one

credits of chemistry. The full time chemistry teacher was much better

prepared in chemistry (averaged 37 credits) than the part time and

full time science teacher. The full time science teacher was much

better prepared in the science teaching area with an average of sixty-

four credits; and the part time science teacher averaged forty-six

hours of preparation in the teaching area. The full time chemistry

teacher had an average of seventy-three credits in the teaching area.

The data called direct attention to the fact that the part time

science teacher was below the average chemistry teacher in regard to

the amount of academic preparation in chemistry and in the teaching

area. The range 12-80 (Appendix A) for the full time chemistry

teacher revealed that a few teachers were very low in preparation of

chemistry too.

Observations revealed that all the full time chemistry teachers

had more than ten credits in chemistry but four of the teachers had

fifteen credits or less in chemistry or fifteen per cent.

Table V presents the preparation of chemistry teachers in schools

of various sizes. The majority of the chemistry teachers with five

hours or less of chemistry were part time science teachers in schools

with enrollments under one hundred. Three per cent of the chemistry

teachers had under six hours of college ohemlstry. In the State of

Kansas, in the 1 962-63 school year, six hours of college chemistry were

required for certification to teaoh the subject chemistry. Ninety part

time science teachers and forty full time science teachers had ten

credits or less of chemistry. This made a total of 1 30 chemistry
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teachers or thirty per cent of the chemistry teachers had ten hours or

less of college chemistry. The majority of the teachers with less than

twenty-five credits in the teaching area were teaching in schools

with enrollments under one hundred, five per cent of the chemistry

teachers of Kansas had under twenty-five credits in the teaohing area»

In the 1962-63 school year, twenty-four semester hours in the science

field were required for certification in Kansas.
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SUMMARX AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine the number of college

credits in chemistry and in the science field of chemistry teachers

in Kansas; and to determine the relationship between academic pre-

paration of teachers in chemistry, and the size of the school in which

they teach. Data concerning the secondary school chemistry teacher in

Kansas was obtained from the 1 962-63 High School Principals Organizational

Reports on file at the State Department of Public Instruction. A total

of ^33 chemistry teachers were studied.

Data gathered from the study of chemistry teachers in Kansas are

summarized in the following statements:

(1 ) Thirty-eight per cent of the teachers taught in schools with

less than one hundred students or sixty-four per cent taught in schools

with less than two hundred students.

(2) Seventy schools did not offer chemistry in their high school

curriculum and eighty-four schools offered the course every two years.

(3) There was a relationship between the size of school and the

teacher's academic preparation. The number of credits in chemistry

increased from fifteen to thirty-eight and the credits in the science

field from forty-four to eighty as the size of the school increased

from under one hundred to over 1,500 students.

(4) The average teacher had twenty credits of preparation in

chemistry and fifty-four credits in the science teaching area.

(5) About one in three chemistry teachers had earned a Master's

degree.
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(6) Fifty-eight per cent of the teachers taught subjects outside

the teaching area, thirty-six per cent were full time science teachers,

and six per cent were full time chemistry teachers*

(7) The part time science teacher averaged seventeen credits,

full time science teacher twenty-one, and the full time chemistry

teacher thirty-seven in chemistry.

(8) The part time science teacher averaged forty-six credits,

full time science teacher sixty-four, and the full time chemistry

teacher seventy-three credits in the teaching area.

(9) Three per cent of the teachers, the majority of which were

employed by schools under one hundred, had five hours or less of

chemistry.

(10) Five per cent of the teachers had under twenty-five credits

in the teaching area, tost of them wore teaching in schools with

enrollments under one hundred.

(11) Fifteen per cent of the full time chemistry teachers had

fifteen credits or less in chemistry.

(12) A total of 130 chemistry teachers or thirty per cent of the

eharalstry teachers had ten hours or less of college chemistry.

From this study it can be concluded that a direct relationship

existed between academic preparation of chemistry teachers and the

size of school in which they taught. It was found that as the schools

increased in size the number of credits of preparation in chemistry and

the teaohing area also increased. The study revealed that large and

small high schools usually employed chemistry teachers with academic

preparation in excess of the requirements of the Kansas State Department

of Public Instruction.
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The average chemistry teacher of Kansas had twenty semester hours

of preparation in chemistry and fifty-four credits in the science

teaching area. The results of this study show a need in the State of

Kansas to raise the level of preparation of chemistry teachers.

The level of teacher preparation was higher than expected by the

writer. It is probable that if a similar study were to be made in

the future the level of academic preparation would be even higher.

Science workshops sponsored by the National Science Foundation,

improvements of college curriculums in teacher preparation, school

district reorganization, the National Education Defense Act, and others

are working toward improvement of education and preparing better

chemistry teachers.

This study dealt with preparation in the subject and teaching

area. Similar studies dealing with academic preparation at various

teacher-training institutions would be helpful.
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The purposo of this study «U to determine the nwhw of oolla;o

credits in cheaistry and In the science field of ehenistry teachers

in Kansas; and the relationship between aoademlo preparation of

teaohers in chemistry and the sir,o of the school in which they teach.

the entire study teas based en analysis of the total number of college

in chemistry and tho science field,

the High School Principals Organisational Reports for 1962-1963

used to obtain tho total number of onsgtor bears of preparation*

A total of 4-33 high school ohenistiy teaohers were studied*

Thirty-eight per cent of the teaohers taught in schools with

less than one hundred students or sixty-four per cent taught in schools

with less than 200 students* Seventy schools did not offer ohenlstry

in their high school curriculum and eighty-four schools offered the

course every two years*

the average ohenlstry teacher had twenty semester hours of

preparation in ohenlstry and fifty-four semester hours in the sell

fiolcl. About one in three chemistry teaohers had earned a Master's

This study indicated that as the schools incroased in siae the

of semester hours that teaohers earned in ohenlstry and the

fsashing area increased* Fifty-eight per cent of the teaohers taught

subjects outside the teaching area, thirty-six pep cent were full tine

science teaohers, and six per cent were full tine ohenlstry teaohers*

The part time science teacher averaged seventeen semester hows, full

time seienoe teacher twenty-one, and full time chemistry teacher thirty-

seven hours in cheaistry* The part time sdenoe teacher averaged forty-



six semester hours, full tine science teacher sixty-four, and the full

tine chemistry teacher seventy-three hours in the teaching field.

??ighty-seven P°T cen^ °^ ^e ^s^ *^ teachers employed fey schools

under one hundred students were part time science teachers. Seventy-

five t»er oent of the chemistry teachers in schools with an enrollment

over 1 , 500 were full time chemistry teachers.

In analyzing the relationship between r.tate certification

requirements and the sise of school, it was found that aheu&stry

teachers in the larger schools more adequately met or exceeded state

certification requirements. Chemistry teachers employed at schools

with enrollments under one hundred aver;;.gad fifteen hours of college

chemistry and forty-four hours in the science field. Three per cent

of the Kansas chemistry teaoliers had less than six souester hours of

chemistry and five per cent had under twenty-five hours in the science

field. The ma;)ority of them were employed in schools with enrollments

under one hundred. Fifteen per cent of the full time chemistry teachers

had fifteen hours or loss in cheristry. A total of 130 chemistry

teachers or thirty per cent of the Kansas chemistry teachers had ten

hours or less of college chemistry.

This stmjy showed that the over-all academic preparation of Kansas

chemistry teachers is not particularly low. However, there is a

definite need, in ihe State of Kansas to raise the level of preparation

of oheaisfcry teachers especially in the small schools.


